INDIANA UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
FALL 2014 APPROPRIATIONS PROCESS FOR SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
FOR FISCAL YEAR 2015
The purpose of this document is to define the process for submitting and managing appropriations.
Appropriations represent a significant investment in IUP by federal or state officials. These are
typically very influential people who can influence future funding for IUP. Therefore, it is important
to manage appropriations funding very carefully and ensure that the goals of the project are
reached in the time line allowed. Even when authority is delegated, the university president is
accountable and responsible for all university appropriated submissions.
1) Definition of Appropriated Projects
All project requests that are submitted according to all IUP Appropriations Process Guidelines
and are funded will result in a direct relationship to or with a government agency. These will be
supported or ‘championed’ by a state legislator. This would include, but not limited to local,
state or federal appropriations.
2) Formation of a Sponsored Grants and Research Team:
1. Supports the federal appropriations submission process
2. Verifies that funded projects comply with all federal, state, and local regulations, policies,
and best practice standards
3. Reviews quarterly and annual reports from funded project personnel
4. Monitors progress according to stated time lines and milestones
5. Communicates the status of each project and its sustainability, plan to the President.
Membership of the Sponsored Grants and Research Team shall be Michael Driscoll, President;
Timothy Moerland, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs; Tim Mack, Dean, School
of Graduate Studies; Hillary Creely, Assistant Dean for Research, School of Graduate Studies;
Mark Berzansky, Executive Director, IUP Research Institute, and Robin Gorman, Executive
Assistant to the President for Government and Community Relations.
3) Guidelines for Use of Appropriated Funds
The overarching principle in the spending of appropriated funds is that all expenditures must
clearly and directly reflect the proposed stated budget and deliverables. Appropriated, tax
payer dollars may not inure to the private benefit of one or more individuals unless such
expenditure is specifically authorized by law. The Grant Accounting Office and the IUP
Research Institute will have responsibility for the administration of the award by insuring proper
accounting for expenditures, maintaining auditable records, and providing accountability to
sponsors. All appropriated awards from a governmental or quasi-government entity (i.e.
federal, state, municipal or foreign) or is from a sponsor who provides us with prime or
subcontract that contains federal "flow down" provisions.

4) Appropriations Submission Requirements
1. Submit a two page white-paper that is non-technical in nature. It should include a brief budget
summary for the initial submission. This pre-proposal will be reviewed by the Sponsored Grants
and Research Team and IUP’s Government Relations Officer.
2. If the two page white-paper is accepted, then the Appropriations Team would work with Faculty
to develop further comprehensive white paper revisions. The two-page paper progresses to a
proposal stage that may include references that could be suitable for external peer review
along with the names of at least two reviewers who are experts in the field, and are not IUP
faculty, and who have never been collaborators with the investigators.
2.1. All external reviewers will be required to sign a confidentiality agreement. External
reviewers should be given enough information in the proposal to evaluate the goals and
objectives as well as the project deliverables and likelihood of success.
2.2. The peer review should verify there is a defined and valued deliverable/outcome. It is not
to evaluate every aspect of your submission.
3. It is expected that principal investigators will work with their Project Development Officer in the
IUP Research Institute to develop a more comprehensive budget.
3.1. The budget summary and full budget should reflect a 75% maximum in salary and program
manager tasks. At least 25% of the budget must be for things other than salary.
3.2. Projects with a budget of $500,000 to $1,000,000 will be asked to consider a part-time
project manager. Local expertise is available for providing project managers.
3.3. Projects with a budget of over $1,000,000 will be strongly encouraged to consider a fulltime, dedicated project manager.
4. Voluntary conference calls will be scheduled on an as needed basis with the principal
investigators, the IUP Government Relations Officer and the IUP Appropriations Team to
discuss status of the project, to understand why or why not it continues during appropriations
process, and to understand time lines internal to IUP and Washington D.C and any requested
changes in wording or additional documentation.
5. All finalized white paper submissions and appropriations forms must be completed by the
stated deadline. You will be assisted by an IUP-RI Project Development Officer (PDO) in this
process. There are no exceptions to the stated deadline for final submissions.
6. The principal investigators will be asked to give a brief oral presentation(s) to the IUP
Sponsored Grants and Research Team, IUP Government Relations Officer, and the President.
Presentations and white papers should be phrased and/or expressed in a manner that speaks
to the intellect and academic expertise, but does not use discipline-specific jargon. Each
presentation should include three or four bulleted items which give the goals/purpose of the
project, address immediate and long term deliverables, and provide expected outcomes with
general time line and estimated budget/costs. The projects should be of financial savings, life
savings or bringing back or keeping business in the U.S. and especially be of benefit/interest to
the constituents of the various Members of IUP’s Congressional delegation.
7. During the course of this process, you will be asked to identify a federal agency that will serve
as the “customer” in the event that this project is funded. It is critical that submitters identify this
customer early in the process so that a relationship with the agency can be established. Prior
to submission of the request for funding, the customer must agree to the project and will need
to provide federal budget line numbers which are included in the application.
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